
Mark Scheme
 

Q1.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) number of protons (in nucleus of

atom)
ignore number of electrons
eg number of protons and electrons
worth (1)

(1)

(ii) An explanation including

(atoms of) both contain 5
/same number of
protons/same atomic number
(1)

boron-10 atoms contain 5
neutrons but boron-11 atoms
contain 6 neutrons / different
numbers of neutrons/ different
mass number (1)

 

ignore electrons

 

boron-11 atoms contain 1 more
neutron / boron-10 atoms contain 1
less neutron

 

(2)

 

 

 

Q2.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) number of protons (in nucleus of

atom)
ignore number of electrons
eg number of protons and electrons
worth (1)

(1)

(ii) An explanation including

(atoms of) both contain 5
/same number of
protons/same atomic number
(1)

boron-10 atoms contain 5
neutrons but boron-11 atoms
contain 6 neutrons / different
numbers of neutrons/ different
mass number (1)

 

ignore electrons

 

boron-11 atoms contain 1 more
neutron / boron-10 atoms contain 1
less neutron

 

(2)
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Q3.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) C smaller than the mass of a proton  (1)
(b) An description linking

8 protons (1)
(and) {17-8/9} neutrons (1)

 

ignore references to electrons in shells
/ charges on particles

if electrons in nucleus max 1 protons
and neutrons with incorrect numbers
(1)

(2)

(c) Explanation linking

(both have) same number (of
electrons) in outer shell(1)
6 (electrons in outer shell)
(consequent on first point) (1)

correct electronic configurations or
diagrams alone max 1

'they both have 6 in the outer shell'
scores both marks allow 'both need 2
(more) (electrons) to fill outer shell' for
both marks

(2)

(d) A description to include

2.8 (in 1st and 2nd shell)(1)
5 (in outer shell)(1)

suitable diagram in place of
2.8(1).5(1)

electrons in {shells / orbits / rings}(1)

(2)

(e)(i) A description to include

electron(s) shared (1)
{pair(s) of / two} (electrons)
(1)

can be shown in a diagram of a
covalent bond

any mention of ions scores zero

(2)

(e)(ii) P2O5 Reject P2O5 / P2O5 (1)
 

 

Q4.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) C T  (1)
(a)(ii) C Q and S  (1)
(b)(i) number of protons (in nucleus of

atom)
ignore number of electrons
eg number of protons and electrons
worth (1)

(1)

(b)(ii) An explanation including

(atoms of) both contain 5
/same number of
protons/same atomic number
(1)

 

ignore electrons

 

boron-11 atoms contain 1 more

 

(2)
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boron-10 atoms contain 5
neutrons but boron-11 atoms
contain 6 neutrons / different
numbers of neutrons/ different
mass number (1)

neutron / boron-10 atoms contain 1
less neutron

(c)(i) An explanation including the following

M1 {average/mean} mass (of
atoms of an element) (1)

M2 compared to {1/12 mass
carbon-12 (atom)/ (mass of)
carbon-12 (atom) taken as 12}
(1)

 

For M1
reject weight
reject if mass of molecule
reject if mass of neutrons and
protons

any reference to carbon-12
scores mark

(2)

(c)(ii) [19.7 × 10] (1) +[80.3 × 11] (1) /100
(1) (=10.8)

[0.197 ×10] (1) + [0.803 ×11] (1) =
[1.97 + 8.83] (1) (=10.8)

If no working shown 10.8(03) worth 3
marks

(3)

 

 

 

Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) C smaller than the mass of a proton  (1)
(b) An description linking

8 protons (1)
(and) {17-8/9} neutrons (1)

 

ignore references to electrons in shells
/ charges on particles

if electrons in nucleus max 1 protons
and neutrons with incorrect numbers
(1)

(2)

(c) Explanation linking

(both have) same number (of
electrons) in outer shell(1)
6 (electrons in outer shell)
(consequent on first point) (1)

correct electronic configurations or
diagrams alone max 1

'they both have 6 in the outer shell'
scores both marks allow 'both need 2
(more) (electrons) to fill outer shell' for
both marks

(2)

(d) A description to include

2.8 (in 1st and 2nd shell)(1)

suitable diagram in place of
2.8(1).5(1)

(2)
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5 (in outer shell)(1) electrons in {shells / orbits / rings}(1)
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(e)(i) A description to include

electron(s) shared (1)
{pair(s) of / two} (electrons)
(1)

can be shown in a diagram of a
covalent bond

any mention of ions scores zero

(2)

(e)(ii) P2O5 Reject P2O5 / P2O5 (1)
 

 

Q6.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) C T  (1)
(a)(ii) C Q and S  (1)
(b)(i) number of protons (in nucleus of

atom)
ignore number of electrons
eg number of protons and electrons
worth (1)

(1)

(b)(ii) An explanation including

(atoms of) both contain 5
/same number of
protons/same atomic number
(1)

boron-10 atoms contain 5
neutrons but boron-11 atoms
contain 6 neutrons / different
numbers of neutrons/ different
mass number (1)

 

ignore electrons

 

boron-11 atoms contain 1 more
neutron / boron-10 atoms contain 1
less neutron

 

(2)

(c)(i) An explanation including the following

M1 {average/mean} mass (of
atoms of an element) (1)

M2 compared to {1/12 mass
carbon-12 (atom)/ (mass of)
carbon-12 (atom) taken as 12}
(1)

 

For M1
reject weight
reject if mass of molecule
reject if mass of neutrons and
protons

any reference to carbon-12
scores mark

(2)

(c)(ii) [19.7 × 10] (1) +[80.3 × 11] (1) /100
(1) (=10.8)

[0.197 ×10] (1) + [0.803 ×11] (1) =
[1.97 + 8.83] (1) (=10.8)

If no working shown 10.8(03) worth 3
marks

(3)
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Q7.           

 

 

Q8.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) fractional distillation  (1)
(a)(ii) to make it liquid liquefy/condense

to remove water (vapour)
to remove carbon dioxide

 

(1)
(b) D weak forces of attraction between

the oxygen molecules
 

(1)
(c)(i) An description including

shared (electrons) (1)
pair(s) of electrons (between
atoms) (1)

Ignore reference to complete/full
shells
Ignore reference to between two
metals
Ignore reference to between metal
and non-metal
Ignore reference to between
molecules
Any reference to between ions scores
0

(2)

(c)(ii) 2.4  (1)
(c)(iii) diagram showing

any shared pair of electrons
between a carbon and oxygen
atom in CO2 molecule (1)

Must have O C O arrangement

If any atom labelled must be correct

 

(2)
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rest of molecule correct (1)

 

Ignore inner electrons even if wrong
electrons can be on/in ring or no ring
Ignore intersecting circles

Accept all permutations of dots and
crosses
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